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Captivating Canadian graphic
novel series with dinosaurs,
set in a medieval fantasy world!
Rex, a young blue dinosaur, dreams of becoming the greatest
adventurer of all time! With the help of his loyal friends, he begins
an epic quest full of plot twists!
The French version of this book won numerous prizes, such as:
• the Prix Mélèze 2020 of the OLA Forest of Reading
• a Bédéis Causa (Yvette-Lapointe Award) for best French-language
youth comic book in Canada
• a Joe Shuster Award (Dragon Award)
• a nomination for the Prix des Libraires du Québec
This vibrant series is sure to be an instant hit!

Adventurosaur, Volume 1
Rex’s Awakening
Julien Paré-Sorel
64 pages, $16.95
Ages 9 and up
Release date: October 19, 2021

Julien Paré-Sorel
Author and illustrator

Julien has always loved telling stories
through drawings. Between comic book
festivals and speaking engagements
in Canada and around the world, Julien
has carefully detailed the complex universe
of Adventurosaur, which brings together
his two longstanding passions: medieval
fantasy worlds and dinosaurs.

@julienparesorelbd | julienparesorel.com
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Funny short stories starring
characters created by Alex A.!
Mini-Jon, Jon Le Bon's clone,
and his friend Mini-Maple have
a unique talent for getting into
trouble. When they are around,
every moment is an adventure!

The Adventures of Mini-Jon
and Mini-Maple — Glitchy Dream
Alex A.
32 pages, $8.95
Ages 6-9
Release date: September 14, 2021

The Adventures of Mini-Jon
and Mini-Maple — Munch Monster
Alex A.
32 pages, $8.95
Ages 6-9
Release date: September 14, 2021

These short stories are geared
to developing readers who read on
their own but still need a little help,
with lots of illustrations and
easy-to-read typefaces…and
monstrous laughs!

The most spectacular
Christmas story of all time!
Alex A. revisits the traditional
Christmas tales in a stand-alone
Jon Le Bon story including robots, a
reunion of all the favourite villains, an
epic battle, and a shocking revelation
about Santa Claus’s true nature!
A must-read during the holidays!

Alex A.

Author and illustrator
A prolific cartoonist, Alex A. has three
series and more than twenty comic
books to his name. He came up with
the character of Jon Le Bon when he

Super Agent Jon Le Bon, An Epic
Tale — Night of End of Days
Alex A.
112 pages, $14.95
Ages 8 and up
Release date: October 26, 2021

was no older than the series’ fans are
today. Over the years, he has
surrounded his lovable anti-hero with
colourful sidekicks and thrown them
into outrageous situations to see
what happens.

Super Agent Jon Le Bon, now an animated series
on CBC and gem.cbc.ca

@superagentjonlebon | alex-comics.com
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